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ABSTRACT 
Accurate temperature measurement is an essential requirement in modern aircraft data acquisition 

systems.  Both thermocouples and Platinum resistance temperature detectors (RTD) are used for 

this purpose with the latter being both more accurate and more repeatable.  To ensure that only the 

sensor limits the accuracy of a temperature measurement, end-to-end system accuracy forward of 

the sensor, should be significantly greater than that of the sensor itself. 

 

This paper describes a new digital signal processing (DSP) based system for providing precision 

RTD based temperature measurements with laboratory accuracy in an aviation environment.   

Advantages of the new system include, true 3-wire RTD measurement, linear temperature output, 

on-board ultra-precision resistance standards and transparent dynamic calibration.   
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Engineers at Teletronics Technology Corp. (TTC) have been working to enhance the accuracy of 

the platform used with Platinum resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) toward the goal of 

providing temperature measurements of laboratory quality while operating in an aviation 

environment.  The results of this effort are starting to appear in new TTC products such as the 

MRTD-114A-1, 14-channel RTD signal-conditioning module for use in 

MEDAU/MCDAU/MWDAU/MnACQ-2000 series miniature data encoder stacks and the RTD-

116A-1, 16-channel RTD signal-conditioning card for use in EDAU/CDAU/WDAU/nDAU-2000 

series chassis assemblies.   

 

Use of the latest commercially available precision analog circuit components along with 

application of digital signal processing (DSP) based techniques have enabled the implementation 

of numerous improvements including: 

 

• Advanced 3-Wire RTD Measurement 

• Precision Multiplexed Ratiometric Constant Current Excitation 

• Ratiometric Controlled Gain and Voltage Summing for more accurate 2-wire or 3-wire 

RTD measurements.   

• Very Low Offset and Drift provided by auto-zeroing amplifiers 

• Continuous 2-point gain and offset error correction performed “on-the-fly” in background 
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• 18-bit A/D Conversion with “Digital Zoom” 

• Linearized temperature output provided for most common RTD types including the 

American (α = 0.00392 Ω/Ω/°C) and European (α = 0.00385 Ω/Ω/°C) curves 

• Resistance Mode which provides output directly proportional to resistance 

• Programmable digital moving average filters, which provide a choice of channel filtering 

options.  Provision for averaging 1 sample (no MAV filter), 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 or 128 

samples. 

• High data update rate (typically 312.5 updates/sec). 

• At least ±0.25% System Accuracy 

 

The following discussion will provide detail on the implementation of these improvements and 

how they help in obtaining RTD temperature measurements of maximum precision and resolution 

despite the difficulties of operating in an aviation environment.   

 

Advanced 3-Wire RTD Measurement: 
A 2-wire RTD measurement is the simplest configuration to implement but as shown in Figure 1, it 

cannot distinguish between resistance in the lead wires (RL) going to and returning from the RTD 

and the resistance of the RTD itself.  Since lead wire size and length are usually known, this error 

can be somewhat reduced by estimating the total lead wire resistance and compensating for its 

effect.  A better solution is to add a non-current carrying third wire in parallel with the return lead 

wire that allows direct measurement of the voltage drop across the return lead wire.  Provided that 

both source and return lead wires are the same diameter and length and therefore, very nearly the 

same resistance, subtracting 2 times this voltage from the measured RTD voltage will completely 

cancel the effect of lead wire resistance.  Figure 2 illustrates how the three inputs of the RTD 

channel are summed to negate the effects of both lead wire resistance and common mode voltage. 

 

Figure 1.  2-Wire RTD Input Summing 
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VOUT = (2*R / R)*(VA - VB) 
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    = 2* VRTD + 4*VRL  
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Figure 2.  3-Wire RTD Input Summing 
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VA = VRTD + 2VRL + VCM 

VB = VRL + VCM 

VC = VCM 

 

VOUT = (2*R / 0.5*R)*(0.5)*(VA + VC) – (2*R / 0.5*R)*VB 

    = 2*(VA + VC) – 4*VB 

    = 2*VRTD + 4*VRL + 2*VCM + 2*VCM – 4* VRL – 4*VCM 

    = 2*VRTD 

 

Rcm provides the excitation current, Iex, with a return path to the module’s analog ground.  At 

49.9Ω, its value is low enough to avoid large common mode voltages but sufficiently high to avoid 

ground loop issues should the sensor become grounded or connected to ground through some 

impedance.  Since the extra sense lead (“B”) carries no significant current, its resistance has no 

effect on the measurement. 

 

Precision Multiplexed Ratiometric Current Excitation:   
The RTD excitation current is created from the same stable voltage reference that is used by the 

Analog to Digital Converter (ADC).  As a result, any small error or drift in the voltage reference 

will generate errors in both the excitation current and ADC sensitivity that will exactly cancel.  

Excitation currents of 0.512, 1.024, 2.048 or 4.096mA may be software selected for each channel.  

The excitation current is active in each channel only for a period of 400µs every 3.2ms, providing 

a duty cycle of 12.5%.  This is desirable for two reasons.  Overall power consumption is kept low 

but more importantly, RTD self-heating is minimal.  A 200Ω RTD excited by 1.024mA will 

dissipate an average power of just 25.6µW. 
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Thin-Film Resistor Network Ratiometric Gain Control and Voltage Summing:   
Thin-film resistor networks offer absolute accuracy on the order of ±0.5% and temperature 

coefficients of ±25ppm/°C.  This is about 2 to 4 times better than standard thick-film, ±1% 

resistors.  However, when circuit accuracy is based on the relative or tracking accuracy of resistors 

in the same thin-film package, performance improves to better than ±0.05% absolute and 

±5ppm/°C.  By arranging circuit topology so that all voltage summing and gain determining 

resistor groups are composed of resistors within the same thin-film resistor network, this level of 

improvement in accuracy is realized. 

 

Auto-Zeroing Amplifiers for very Low Offset and Drift: 
A good precision operational amplifier (op amp) has an input referenced offset error on the order 

of 100µV.  If we ignore the effects of input bias and offset currents (which could easily be the 

subject of another paper), this value multiplied by the channel gain, yields the offset error present 

at the channel output.  Offset voltage drift can easily double this error over the operating 

temperature range of the system.  Worse yet, while a constant offset can easily be calibrated out, 

reducing a temperature dependent offset requires extensive characterization, periodic internal 

temperature measurements and use of valuable DSP resources.  A quality auto-zeroing op-amp can 

transparently reduce both the constant and variable components of the op-amp offset error by at 

least a factor of 10. 

Continuous 2-Point Gain and Offset Error Correction: 

Once we have done all we can to minimize all sources of error in the hardware and those inherent 

in the measurement, what remains can be further reduced by employing the on-board DSP to 

perform a continuous background calibration.   

Adding a set of ultra-precision, ultra-stable bulk-foil resistors ranging in value from 50Ω to 1600Ω 

makes this possible.  The setup software automatically selects 2 of these as calibration resistors 

(RCAL_H and RCAL_L) for each channel based on the channel setup.  The DSP then periodically 

substitutes each one of these at the channel input in place of the RTD in order to calculate the 

channel response (counts vs. resistance) curve in the form, y = mx + b.   The term “b” is the y 

intercept of the curve and represents the channel parasitic offset.  The term “m“ is the slope of the 

curve and represents the actual channel gain.  The DSP then subtracts “b” from each subsequent 

RTD input value and digitally adjusts channel gain to compensate for any difference between “m” 

and the expected channel gain value, “M”.  Refer to Figure 3.  All measurements are performed at 

the same channel gain and excitation current settings as the RTD measurement and are completely 

transparent (i.e. they have no effect on the output data rate).  This capability may be disabled in 

software if desired. 

 

It should be noted that the automatic gain and parasitic offset error correction is not capable of 

correcting errors resulting from lead wire resistance when 2-wire measurements are performed or 

from lead wire resistance imbalance when 3-wire measurements are used.  Accurate 2-wire 

measurements require the total lead wire resistance to be much lower than the RTD resistance at 

the lowest temperature of interest and accurate 3-wire measurements require good lead wire 

uniformity.  The section, A few “Sort of” Real World Examples, below provides additional 

discussion in this area. 
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Figure 3.  Continuous 2-Point Gain and Offset Error Correction  
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18-bit A/D Conversion with “Digital Zoom”: 

The operating temperature range of a good Platinum RTD may extend from –200°C to +600°C 

while in a typical measurement application, the temperature range of interest may be from say 

+250°C to +500°C.  Historically, precision biasing resistors and matched excitation current 

sources were used to create offset voltages that could be subtracted from the voltage developed 

across the RTD to provide the desired offset.  Aside from being cumbersome to implement, this 

technique provides ample opportunities for measurement errors to develop.  An alternative method 

that requires no additional circuitry or external components is to provide a “digital zoom” function 

that allows expanding a specific portion of the digitized signal input range to cover the full output 

range.  The downside of this approach is that it costs output resolution, in this case, about 2-bits.  

When high-resolution A/D converters had only 12-bits, digital zoom was a poor solution.  Today, 

the latest generation of successive approximation precision A/D converters offers full 18-bit 

resolution, making the use of digital zoom a viable option.  In a typical application, the setup 

software prompts the user to enter a temperature that will correspond to zero counts and another 

that will correspond to full scale or 2
N
 – 1 counts (where N = the system bits per word value).  The 

software then automatically configures channel gain to the highest available setting that allows the 

desired full-scale temperature to fall within the range of the module’s A/D converter.  RTD data is 

then digitized at 18-bit resolution in order to allow “zooming in” on the specific portion of the 

ADC range that falls within the required temperature range while still providing full 16-bit output 

resolution even when as little as 25% of the ADC range is used.  As the zero-scale temperature is 

raised and the portion of the ADC range that is actually used decreases, it will eventually fall 

below 2
16

 counts at which point, the output data resolution falls below 16-bits.  While the setup 

software allows output data resolutions of less than 16-bits to be set, it will indicate when this 
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occurs and provide the expected output resolution in half bit increments.  In the previous example, 

the output resolution covering the range of +250°C to +500°C would be just about 16-bits.    

 

Linearized Temperature Mode: 

Linearized output proportional to the measured temperature is supported for most common RTD 

types including the American (Alpha = 0.00392 Ω/Ω/°C) and European (Alpha = 0.00385 Ω/Ω/°C) 

curves.  Alpha (α) is the average rate of change in RTD resistance per °C as measured between 

0°C and 100°C.   

The relationship between temperature and resistance in a Platinum RTD is defined by the 

Callendar-Van Dusen Equation, below: 

 

For T > 0°C 

RT = R0*(1 + A*T + B*T
2
) 

 

For T < 0°C 

RT = R0*(1 + A*T + B*T
2
 – 100*C*T

3
 + C*T

4
) 

Where R0 is the RTD resistance at 0°C,         

RT is the RTD resistance at temperature, T and        

A, B and C are empirically determined constants derived from resistance measurements of 

each specific RTD material type at 0°C, 100°C and 260°C. 

  

Table 1 provides values of the constants A, B and C, the parameter α, and the upper and lower 

operating temperature limits for the supported RTD types.   

 

R0 (the RTD resistance at 0°C) is very often but not always 100Ω.  It may be set in software to any 

value from 25 Ω to 1000 Ω, independent of the RTD curve type.   

 

Each channel is sampled at a high fixed rate, typically 312.5 samples per second (SPS).  Each result 

is converted to temperature according to the Callendar-Van Dusen equation and is then stored in a 

Current Value Table at 16-bit resolution. The system can then sample this data at any rate. 

 

Table 1:  Supported RTD Types and Ranges 

RTD Type RTD Lower 

Temp Limit 

RTD Upper 

Temp Limit 

α             

(Ω/Ω/°C) 

Constant 

A 

Constant       

B 

Constant   

C 

0:  PA, PH, PJ, PK, PL  -200°C +630°C 0.003926 0.0039848 -5.87E-07 -4.000E-12 

1:  PB, PP -200°C +630°C 0.003911 0.0039692 -5.8495E-07 -4.2325E-12 

2:  PC -200°C +630°C 0.003850 0.003908 -5.8019E-07 -4.2735E-12 

3:  PD, PE, PG, PF, PN, PS 

(European, DIN / IEC60751) 
-200°C +850°C 0.003851 0.0039083 -5.775E-07 -4.183E-12 

4:  PY -200°C +630°C 0.003923 0.003981531 -5.853116E-07 -4.35453E-12 

5:  PW -50°C +500°C 0.003750 0.0038102 -6.01888E-07 -6.000E-12 

6:  (American, ASTM E1137) -200°C +630°C 0.003916 0.003975 -5.900E-07 -4.000E-12 
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Resistance Mode: 
Other RTD types may be used without linearization support.  In this instance, the user enters a zero-

scale and a full-scale resistance.  The output will then be a linear function of input resistance and vary 

from zero to 2
N
 – 1 counts within these limits. 

Programmable Digital Moving Average Filter: 

A programmable moving average filter may be selected on a per channel basis.  Note that while the 

filter output may be based on multiple previous samples, the filter update rate remains equal to the 

input rate (typically 312.5 updates/sec. or one update every 3.2ms).  

The following moving average filtering options have been implemented:                

Average of last 1 sample (no filtering), last 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 or 128 samples.              

A moving average filter averaging “N” samples will typically reduce peak-to-peak noise by a factor of 

N (the square root of N) and introduce a constant delay of 0.5N * the channel update rate.  This 

equates to 1.6 * N milliseconds. 

High Data Update Rate: 

A data update rate in excess of 300 updates/sec. is probably higher than is required for almost all 

temperature measurement applications.  However, the high update rate confers benefits that might not 

immediately be obvious.  Because of it, all samples in the format will be based on a measurements that 

are no more than ~3ms old, regardless of the format rate.  Additionally, by applying the appropriate 

moving average filter to this “oversampled” data, signal noise can be significantly reduced while 

retaining sufficient response speed to allow rapid temperature fluctuations to be captured. 

A few “Sort of” Real World Examples: 

Let’s assume we are going to connect a 100Ω RTD (resistance at the minimum temperature of 

interest) with #26 AWG lead wires of 50-foot length in a 3-wire configuration.  Let’s also, rather 

conservatively, assume that the total summing error in the thin-film input summing resistor 

network is 0.25% and the lead wire resistance imbalance is 2%. 

 

Since #26 AWG wire has a resistivity of 4.081Ω/100’ or about 4% of the RTD minimum 

resistance, we can expect an error of around 0.010% from the summing resistor network imbalance 

and an additional error of 0.041% from the lead wire resistance imbalance.  Should these errors be 

additive, total error will be 0.051%.  Had we used a 2-wire configuration without adjusting the 

result for estimated lead wire resistance, we would have a total error of 4.08%. 

 

Replacing the 26 AWG wire with #22 AWG wire (resistivity = 1.614Ω/100’), total 3-wire 

configuration error becomes 0.020% and 2-wire configuration error, 1.614%. 

 

If the minimum RTD resistance of interest is 200Ω and we use 20’ of #22 AWG wire, total 3-wire 

configuration error becomes 0.004% and 2-wire configuration error, 0.323%. 
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Results To Date: 

Data was collected from an early prototype of the MRTD-114A-1.  The prototype included some 

but not all of the advances that will be present in the final version.   

The major differences between the two units are: 

• The prototype had 4 channels instead of 14 

• The prototype employed a 16-bit ADC instead of 18-bit and provided up to 12-bit output 

data instead of 16-bit data. 

• The prototype employed 0.1% thin film discrete resistors instead of thin-film resistor 

networks.  While the discrete resistors used, offer accuracy comparable to individual 

resistors in a network, the additional performance benefits based on tracking accuracy of 

resistors in the same thin-film package are absent. 

• The prototype provided only partial gain error correction based on a single point calibration 

(using the origin as the second point) instead of full 2-point gain and offset error correction.  

 

A set of 5 precision resistors ranging in value from 100 to 300Ω in 50Ω increments were carefully 

measured using a Keithley model 2000 5½ digit DVM with up-to-date NIST traceable calibration.  

The resistors were all measured in the meter’s 4-wire Resistance mode.  They were then used to 

simulate RTDs at specific temperatures in order to validate the performance of the early prototype 

in various setup configurations and operating temperatures.  During this process, the precision 

resistors remained at room ambient temperature.  All measurements were made in the 3-wire 

configuration with 10Ω, 1% thick film resistors placed in series with each lead wire to simulate 

long lead length.   

 

The results summarized in Table 2 below, represent the difference between the reported and 

simulated temperatures as a percentage of the full RTD temperature range.  For the final set of data 

in which the prototype was in resistance mode, the results represent the difference between the 

reported and actual resistance as a percentage of the channel’s nominal full-scale resistance value. 
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Table 2:  Early Prototype Test Results 

 
 Temperature Avg. Abs. Value 

of % Error 

Median 

% Error 

Std. Dev. 

of % Error 

RTD Type 3, Iex = 2mA, Run 1 25°C 0.075 -0.041 0.006 

 -30°C 0.112 -0.087 0.006 

 85°C 0.070 -0.041 0.003 

 

RTD Type 3, Iex = 2mA, Run 2 25°C 0.067 0.006 0.006 

 -30°C 0.049 -0.015 0.019 

 85°C 0.048 0.009 0.019 

 

RTD Type 3, Iex = 1mA 25°C 0.076 -0.064 0.013 

 -30°C 0.073 -0.067 0.013 

 85°C 0.045 -0.029 0.014 

 

RTD Type 3, Iex = 4mA 25°C 0.047 -0.044 0.012 

 -30°C 0.039 -0.017 0.009 

 85°C 0.033 0.012 0.008 

 

RTD Type 1, Iex = 2mA 25°C 0.072 -0.066 0.019 

 -30°C 0.069 -0.040 0.017 

 85°C 0.046 0.004 0.017 

 

RTD Type 5, Iex = 0.5mA 25°C 0.190 0.067 0.010 

 -30°C 0.223 0.022 0.028 

 85°C 0.247 0.178 0.008 

 

Resistance Mode, Iex = 2mA 25°C 0.080 -0.059 0.024 

 -30°C 0.111 -0.068 0.012 

 85°C 0.057 0.020 0.020 

 

Going Forward: 

Current efforts are focused on readying the first all-up, pre-production versions of the MRTD-

114A-1 module in which all the advances described in this paper have been implemented.   

Extensive testing of these first units will follow.  We are cautiously optimistic that the test results 

we obtain, will enable us to improve the overall system accuracy specification for designs based on 

this platform to significantly better than ±0.25% over the operating temperature range of the unit. 
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